Drug and alcohol busts on campus skyrocket in 1994

By Silke Lyons
Daily Editor in Chief

Drug and alcohol arrests on campus soared by 2,800 percent last year, University Police statistics show.

After a scant three busts in 1993, police made 87 in 1994. Police Chief Tom Mitchell attributed the massive increase both to increased patrols and a general societal trend toward substance abuse.

Mitchell — who has only been police chief since last summer — said law enforcement by University Police in the past helped create an environment where people felt they could get away with breaking the law.

He said the actual number of people illegally using and dealing drugs and alcohol on campus is significantly higher than the number of arrests.

“We know a whole lot more is going on,” he said. “If we’re getting 25 percent, that would be real optimistic.”

But the administration is working to handle the upcoming influx of the future of Cal Poly’s ability to formulate the plan is in the works to be implemented next year, with President Baker leading the charge.

The announcements of Raul Cano, a microbiology professor, brought nationwide attention to Cal Poly this spring when he discovered a way to bring prehistoric bacteria back to life.

But the turmoil of politics that raised questions for students, faculty and the administration this year also brought a lot of attention.

The ASI Board of Directors was rocked by the news that the Cal Poly Foundation was taking over its payroll and accounting services because of past accounting problems and mismanagement.

Earlier in the year, the reputation of the College of Business took a blow with the resignation of yet another dean.

But the administration seemed to focus its energies on the future of Cal Poly’s ability to handle the upcoming influx of students. This led President Warren Baker to formulate the plan — a master plan for the university’s future.

The plan is in the works to be implemented next year, with President Baker heading the charge.

But campus and community news wasn’t just about academic success and administrative bungles. Add a little sex that sounds like a made-for-television movie, and it’s a wrap.

Three ex-peer directors for Mustang Village filed a lawsuit alleging sexual harassment by the former marketing director and owners.

From community affairs to Cal Poly’s own success stories, news has been churning in San Luis Obispo.

Sponsored by the California Faculty Association, the statewide campaign — called “Operation Purple Ribbon” — is designed to inform the public about the financial situation of the CSU system.

As part of the campaign, faculty members will hand out letters to family and friends of graduates during the commencement ceremonies.

The letters will encourage people to ask lawmakers to give more money to education, said mathematics professor George Lewis, Cal Poly’s “Operation Purple Ribbon” representative.

The hottest story to hit the campus this year was the announcement that Cal Poly’s Foundation would takeover ASIs accounting and payroll operations. The change went into effect immediately, with the payroll functions already in the hands of Foundation.

The announcement shocked ASI directors into silence on Jan. 28 when it was revealed publicly for the first time at a Board of Directors’ meeting.

According to Vice President for Student Affairs Juan Gonzalez, the decision was made by the university to insure the future of higher education and at the expense of the California State University.

Lewis said CSUs are the primary resources for education of those who can’t afford a private education at schools such as Stanford.

“Last year we doubled our revenue,” Lewis said. “We’re not anticipating that it’s going to go down.”

Mitchell said the trend spreads throughout the state, and that many of the offenders caught on campus began abusing substances before they arrived at the university.

“They don’t stay home.”

And throughout the California State University system, the police chief feels an increase in abuse.

“Drugs and alcohol have been noted to be on the increase in the high schools in the last couple of years, and that problem is coming with them,” he said. “They don’t stay home.”

The basic problem is in the state of California’s commitment to build and to fund more prisons,” Lewis said. “This commitment has been made at the expense of higher education and at the expense of the California State University.”

Lewis said CSUs are the primary resources for education of those who can’t afford a private education at schools such as Stanford.

Presently, Lewis said there are no place in the state of how to fund public higher education. And by the year 2004, there will be no money left available to fund the education at all, he said.

“The (state) Department of Corrections is going to consume all the tax dollars,” Lewis said. “Which means that our children are not going to be able to receive a college education unless you are very wealthy and able to afford it.”
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Cal Poly isn’t the only place feeling an increase in abuse.

According to San Luis Obispo Police Chief Jim Gardiner, the problem is shared by the city.

“Last year we doubled our under-the-influence arrests,” he said. “We’ve seen a significant increase over the past two and-a-half years.”

“It’s a primary focus (for police) because it’s a significant problem in the community,” Gardiner said. “We’re not anticipating that it’s going to go down.”

Mitchell said the trend spreads throughout the state, and that many of the offenders caught on campus began abusing substances before they arrived at the university.

“The basic problem is in the state of California’s commitment to build and to fund more prisons,” Lewis said. “This commitment has been made at the expense of higher education and at the expense of the California State University.”

Lewis said CSUs are the primary resources for education of those who can’t afford a private education at schools such as Stanford.

Presently, Lewis said there are no place in the state of how to fund public higher education. And by the year 2004, there will be no money left available to fund the education at all, he said.

“The (state) Department of Corrections is going to consume all the tax dollars,” Lewis said. “Which means that our children are not going to be able to receive a college education unless you are very wealthy and able to afford it.”
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Interviews:

Stop by in the Student Center from 2 to 5 p.m. to visit with each of the candidates running for student government offices.

Campaigns:

On campus and throughout the entire state of California, candidates are gearing up for their campaigns and are making their personal appearances.

Candidates:

Eveleyn Moore, Cal Poly ‘94, student government director of finance.

Shea Macgillivray, Cal Poly ‘95, student government director of planning.

Cory Palazzolo, Cal Poly ’94, student government director of finance.

Tina Lewis, Cal Poly ’94, student government director of planning.

Cal Poly student turns travels into a vehicle for her art form

By Kyle Verse
Daily Staff Writer

The Cal Poly student turns old cars into works of art.

Mustang Daily’s Top 10

From discovery of ancient life to turbulence on campus and off, the path to the end of the year has been anything but smooth. These are the top-five stories that affected Cal Poly this year.

In the status quo

Professors don ribbons in support of education

By Rodney de la Cruz
Daily Staff Writer

Professors at California State Universities will present more than diplomas during this year’s commencement ceremonies.

They will symbolically present their concern about the decline in state funding for higher education by wearing purple ribbons on their gowns.

Sponsored by the California Faculty Association, the statewide campaign — called “Operation Purple Ribbon” — is designed to inform the public about the financial situation of the CSU system.

The hottest story to hit the campus this year was the announcement that Cal Poly’s Foundation would takeover ASIs accounting and payroll operations. The change went into effect immediately, with the payroll functions already in the hands of Foundation.

The announcement shocked ASI directors into silence on Jan. 28 when it was revealed publicly for the first time at a Board of Directors’ meeting.

According to Vice President for Student Affairs Juan Gonzalez, the decision was made by the university to insure the future of higher education and at the expense of the California State University.

Lewis said CSUs are the primary resources for education of those who can’t afford a private education at schools such as Stanford.

Presently, Lewis said there are no place in the state of how to fund public higher education. And by the year 2004, there will be no money left available to fund the education at all, he said.

“The (state) Department of Corrections is going to consume all the tax dollars,” Lewis said. “Which means that our children are not going to be able to receive a college education unless you are very wealthy and able to afford it.”
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Meet the Mustangs

Meet the Mustangs at the Student Center from 2 to 5 p.m. to visit with each of the candidates running for student government offices.

Rex Lin
Graduate student, 23rd Cal Poly
San Luis Obispo, CA 93407
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Poetry Contest

The National Library of Poetry is sponsoring this contest that offers $26,000 in prizes to more than 250 winners. The deadline for the contest is June 30, 1995. Any poet — even previously published writers — can enter the contest. To enter, send one original poem, any subject and style, to: The National Library of Poetry, 11419 Cronridge Dr., P.O. Box 704-1984, Owings Mills, Md. 21217. The poem should be no more than 20 lines, and the poet’s name should appear at the top of the page. Entries must be postmarked June 30, 1995.

TODAY

Physics Colloquium • There will be a number of lectures, including: "Protein Folding," "The Physics of Asymmetric Slab Waveguides," and "Magnetic Dipole Intensities Occurring in the Hoffman Patch." The series of lectures will be featured at 11 a.m. in Bldg. 52-144.

FRIDAY

Last day of classes for Spring Quarter • Next Monday through Friday is finals week. Good luck!

Safe Ride Home Program

ASSOCIATED STUDENTS INCORPORATED

IS OFFERING ALL CAL POLY STUDENTS A SAFE RIDE HOME!

FOR ONLY $2 YOU CAN HAVE A RIDE HOME WITHIN

SAN LUIS OBSBISO BETWEEN THE HOURS OF 11:00PM TO 3:00AM

THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY FOR THE ENTIRE YEAR.

THERE ARE A LIMITED AMOUNT OF TICKETS SO HURRY UP AND—

GET YOUR TICKET NOW!

Dean picks Poly over Washington post

By Rodney de la Cruz

Paul R. Neel, dean of the College of Architecture and Environmental Design, has decided to stay on at Cal Poly and not accept a candidacy for the post of Capitol Architect in Washington, D.C. "I think we are doing well here at Cal Poly," Neel said. "I enjoy the position as dean in one of the most influential architectural universities." Neel said the architecture department is doing some creative and exciting new projects and because of this, he said he would like to stay on campus for the time being. "It looks like a bright future," Neel said. "I'm really going to appreciate being a part of that, now an exciting time for Cal Poly." President Warren Baker said Neel is working on new programs for practicing architecture and ways to collaborate with other colleges. He said he was pleased Neel chose to stay at Cal Poly.

"I think we are doing well here at Cal Poly. I enjoy the position as dean in one of the most influential architectural universities." Paul R. Neel

Architecture dean

"Neel's nomination to the Capitol architect position was a great honor," Baker said. "Not only is his nomination great for himself but for Cal Poly." Baker said Neel would have been responsible for the overall preservation and planning of the nation's Capitol. The Capitol architect post is appointed to a 10-year term by the president of the United States with the advice and consent of the Senate. Neel was supported by California Sens. Dianne Feinstein and Barbara Boxer, as well as Sen. Orrin Hatch, R-Utah and Central Coast Congresswoman Andrea Sушand. A commission that includes the Speaker of the House, president pro tempore of the Senate, and the majority and minority leaders of the House and Senate recommends at least three individuals.

The list of nominees was submitted to Congress by the American Institute of Architects in early February. See NEEL, page 5.

RIBBONS: State lawmakers more interested in prisons than education

From page 1

first to pay for that education." According to Lewis, the lack of funding for higher education is a serious matter that political leaders in Sacramento have ignored.

Politicians in California have a priority to put a great many people in prison, he said. They are determined to keep inmates there a long time and this was expressed with the "three strikes law," he said.

"There's something wrong when you have to spend money to put people in prison," Sampson said. "Education is an investment which creates better citizens and an economically beneficial society. The same cannot be said for prisons." Sampson said because of the increase in prison spending, the higher-education system has experienced a slow, steady egression in funding.

"Students notice the inadequate equipment and facilities," Sampson said. "People assume wrongly that education will always be there — in the near future that might not be true."

Sampson said colleges across the state are participating in some sort of event that shows their support for higher education.

At San Francisco State, he said, Hillary Clinton advocated higher-education spending at the commencement ceremonies last week.

People should expect to see "Operation Purple Ribbon" throughout the future, Sampson said.

GET YOUR TICKET NOW!
Retiring professor imparts wilderness survival techniques to his students

By Dale Myers
Daily Staff Writer

Stereotypes of an army sergeant might conjure up ideas of a harsh, loud person who screams insults in the faces of younger members of the military. One probably wouldn't envision an easy-going Cal Poly teacher, especially Sergeant Gary Kilpatrick, who has taught wilderness survival and mountaineering in the Military Science Department for the last three years.

"He's a good teacher that cares about his students," said Todd Cardiff, a speech communication senior and former student of Kilpatrick's. "I learned a lot about survival from him."

Kilpatrick, 37, is set to retire from the army and teaching at the end of this school year to pursue other interests.

"After 21 years in the army, I'm ready to be a civilian again," he said. "I want to explore new places and do new things."

Among these interests is a love for skydiving, in which Kilpatrick holds certain world records for large formation jumps and accuracy jumps. Kilpatrick said he learned to skydive in the Ranger Battalion of the U.S. Army, an airborne division. Since then, he has taken more than 2,800 jumps. He is currently training for a national skydiving event.

Kilpatrick began his survival training at age 21 at Fort Stewart in Georgia. Most of the training he received was from the best instructors in survival, men who, he said, had just returned from Vietnam, and some who were POWs.

"They taught me every trick in the world about how to survive," Kilpatrick said, "like how to get food and water from the land."

Although Kilpatrick seems fearless, he said he was scared when he first arrived at Cal Poly three years ago because he never taught civilians before.

"After the first 20 minutes I realized that (Cal Poly students) were just like everyone else," Kilpatrick said. "It's been my best assignment so far. I've made a lot of friends."

Some of the survival and mountaineering knowledge that Kilpatrick has imparted to his students include rappelling, hot and cold weather survival, mountain survival, trap making, building fires, locating water, preparing plant and animal food and first aid.

Wells Sportswear
Manufacturer's Outlet

New Location - Same Prices
- Wholesale and Below
- Nationally Known Brands
- Active Sportswear Made in USA

Swim * Run * Exercise *
* Cycle * Beach *

Ladies Swim suits $20
Mens Tank suits $6
Cycling Shorts (Padded) $20
Stretch Tights $10 to $16

541-4248

886 Monterey St., SLO • One Block from the Mission

ANNUAL GRADUATION SALE

As our gift to you, El Corral Bookstore will deduct 20% from the price of selected merchandise during the Annual Grad Sale.

Discounted 20% for the sale will be Cal Poly clothing, Gifts, Books, School Supplies, Stationery, Art, Craft and Technical Equipment, Photo Supplies, Gift Wrap, Greeting Cards, Calendars, Jewelry, Food, items and much more from our regular stock.

Free Crosspen engraving: June 8 - 9.

Computer products, class rings, class schedules, university catalogs, magazines, textbooks, and special orders are not included due to their already low prices. Hurry for best selection! Sale limited to stock on hand.
The effects of hands-on education

Coyote took another sip of yucca juice, dipped his cautious glance into some wild berries and con- tinued his long-promised post card to his old professor back at Cal Poly.

"Well, Doc, here I am out on the road of life, trying to put into practice all that you taught me. As you know, I majored in the physics and philosophy of motion. So I’m living what I studied. I’m a veritable motion machine, an expert in kinetic and static states of being.

Like you tried to tell me, the ivory tower is not the same as the school of hard knocks. Out here on life’s highway, things aren’t always what they appear to be. Out here, everything is a moving image — a shimmering semblance of shadows, you might say."

"Take this moment, for example. I seem to be seated under this saguaro taking a siesta (that’s me in the sombrero). But my hand is moving and my mind is bustling with ideas and anecdotes. Although my body is resting, my hand is traveling over the surface of this card. So behold, a paradox, which comforts while it mocks. Stillness is motion. Motion is stillness."

"I wanted to leave old Cal Poly in the worst way. Now that I’m out here taking my knocks, I wish I could be back there in your class listening to you pon- tificate and demonstrate."

"A little learning is a dangerous thing, Coyote boy,’ I remember you saying. ‘All theory and no practice makes coyote a dull boy. Hands-on learning! Just remember that you are a product of hands-on learning.’"

“Yes, you had lots of lessons and advice. But let me tell you one thing, Doc, a Coyote’s got to be careful out here on the road about just what he puts his hands on. ‘Hands up’ and ‘hands off’ are some motifs I’ve ex- perienced firsthand, you might say. So much for the green and gold.

Speaking of money, Doc, I just wanted to say that it’s pretty tough to survive out here. I’m getting by on a shoe string now, so I really don’t see how I can pay back all my loans and contribute to the Capitol Coyote Campaign. Did the Financial Aid Office give me any for-warding address to the Foundation?"

"I walked into the Tuscon post office the other day for some general delivery mail and, Holy Cow College Coyote, there — Bolt Out of the Bold — was a sollicitation."

"So, as you can see, Doc, for better or for worse, I can’t really save my education there at Cal Poly. It follows me wherever I go out here on life’s highway. You did your best and I can’t fault you in your efforts."

"By the time I get to Albuquerque you’ll be rising for the summer season. And by the time I make Aramillas, you’ll be teaching. Just revis, you’ll be teaching. Just remember, Doc, the moving fingers write and having writ moves on. And, oh yes, Doc, ask for “Yucca” at the Juice Club. That coffee will kill you."

Top five opinion commentaries of the year

Coming Friday, June 2 to a newspaper near you

‘Headliner’ bands are welcome in SLO

Special thanks are in order for those parties responsible for bringing Widespread Panic to the Central Coast last Wednesday. I speak for all the rock ‘n’ roll fans in the area who usually travel to see a headliner. Hopefully, this will be the beginning of a new era for concerts in SLO. Luis Obispo. ASI concerts could be a very profitable enterprise if they book bands that students want to see.

Has your memory will live on

The family and loved ones of Richard Young wish to thank the faculty, students and alumni of Cal Poly for their sympathy and wonderful support in the death of their loved one.

His memory will always live on through the accomplishments of his students.

Does graduation mean moving up... or moving home?

By Kelly Koring and Michelle Murphine

Years of term papers, midterms and boring two-hour lectures are finally going to pay off. Graduating from a top university with an outstanding reputation guarantees you a job, right?

We thought so, until now, as we’ve finally reached the end of our Cal Poly careers. We are ready to go out and be real people with real apartments, real cars and real jobs. We’ve only recently come to terms with the realization that we, like so many other college grads, will crawl back to the comforts of mom and dad.

It won’t be so bad living in our old childhood rooms. The rent is free, laundry will be done, and instead of eating pasta or rice with vegetables in front of the television night after night, moving home means com-plete homemade meals — salad, bread, nutrient-rich main dishes and even dessert. The best part is knowing that our parents will always love us, whether we get jobs or not.

But once you move back, rules and limits will be set. Mom and dad won’t let you sit around and watch television all day. No more late nights wandering the streets, looking for T.A.’s after closing down Bull’s Tavern. Mom will definitely not tolerate overnight guests of the opposite sex and dad will probably take back his old room.

You will be living on their turf again and the same rules you grew up with will apply. You hope your parents have moved beyond curfews.

After living on our own for the past five years, the prospect of moving makes us feel like we have been defeated. We should have a career waiting for us after we fail out of the stadium on graduation day, June 10.

Not to say we haven’t tried to get those dream jobs, if they exist. We have traveled up and down California looking for a more opportune way to make it on our own. We have been through countless nerve-racking interviews and we just can’t take it anymore. We are tired of being rejected and being told we need more experience. How do you get experience if you don’t have a job? Mom has al- ways said ‘It takes a job to get a job.’

Right now we just want to go home and re-collect our- selves. We are not giving up on careers; we will try this whole job hunt in another month when we have rested. If you think about it, moving back home is not such a bad deal. It means we can get a job for pay to off col-lege debts, while keeping our eyes and ears open for those career opportunities. It’s nice to know mom and dad will be there for you. What are a couple more months of parental financial support if it helps you get the career you’ve been waiting for?

Kelly Koring and Michelle Murphine are journalism seniors, who plan to revisit Bulls and T.A.’s when they need to get away from home.

LETTERS

Rebuttal sandwich — hold the meat

"Vegetables are for and more than meat," May 21

Firstly, Ms. Norman, we are not carnivores, and do not need to kill anything. In fact, the weight of anthropologi- cal evidence suggests that early humans were her-bivorous scavengers, who ate largely the bone marrow of dead animals, when plant sources were frequently scarce. Who has ever seen a shark boil a lobster?

None of human physiology supports the ingestion of meat. Our saliva is rich in the digestive enzyme ptyalin, a powerful starch-modifier. Our teeth are built for the grinding aspects of plant consumption. We cannot substitute, I can do without it.

We have tried to get those dream jobs, if they exist. We have traveled up and down California looking for a more opportune way to make it on our own. We have been through countless nerve-racking interviews and we just can’t take it anymore. We are tired of being rejected and being told we need more experience. How do

Bob Obers
government worker

MUSTANG DAILY
An appreciation for good music, a willingness to have a good time, a large appetite and a bent to sleep in are all that are needed to attend the Seventh Annual Live Oak Music Festival.

The outdoor festival is a benefit for public radio station KCBX (KCBX on KSBX), whose eclectic blend of programming will be reflected in the activities and musicians expected to perform at the event.

Holly Padrowe, public relations director for the festival, said internationally-recognized musicians playing everything from world beat to bluegrass blues will be featured.

"The continuous playing of over 20 band will guarantee to get your feet dancing," she said.

Performers at the festival will include bands such as the five-time Grammy-nominated Cajun band BeauSoleil Avec Michael Doucet, Greg Brown's folk music, the Ballet Folklorico Do Brasil and Cephas and Wiggins, the fathers of "good times blues" in Georgia.

See FESTIVAL / Page B4
Explosive drama in 'Die Hard'

By Justin MacNaughton
Daily Staff Writer

Like its predecessors, "Die Hard With A Vengeance" is explosive from beginning to end, literally.

The complete destruction of a downtown New York City building immediately grabs the audience's attention in the first scene and quickly winds them through more explosions, gun-fights, car chases, intricate deception, thievery and of course, the foul language and comic relief provided by Bruce Willis and Samuel L. Jackson.

The movie is over two hours, long on average, but time slips by quickly if you enjoy these no-brainer types of movies with non-stop action, incredible stunts and incredible special effects.

Director John McTiernan, responsible for the original "Die Hard," succeeded in nothing himself with part three in the series of Detective McClane (played by Willis), the bad luck cop who truly dies hard, and two previous Die Hard movies, Willis brings his character alive on the screen and Jackson's character accentuates the intensity of the relationship between the two as the plot thickens.

This time, McClane is yanked from suspension with the NYPD at the request of the accoun­ tant Simon, played by Jeremy Irons. Simon has plotted an intricate plan of revenge against the down-and-out detective for the death of his brother some six or seven years back.

This is the weak storyline which leads McClane and Zeus, played by Jackson, on an en­ joyably frantic chase around New York City in search for liquid ex­ plodes.

Movie Review

This is your typical unrealistic movie that is easy to both watch and understand. McClane is a grown-up boy scout with a bad attitude and a bad hangover. The sad guys point off screen and roar their sense of pride, or stupidity, won't allow him to quit or die until the good guys have won.

Even after getting spilt 30 feet in the air out of a sewer drain, crashing a couple cars, falling 20 feet onto the cargo deck of a large ship and severely getting beat up by a very large German thug, McClane finds the strength to come back and kick some ass.

A very entertaining movie that doesn't try to include any morals, "Die Hard with a Vengeance" is worth a matinee price.

Trumpet great featured at Cal Poly's Jazz Night

Daily Staff Report

From the stages of the Leningrad Symphony in Russia and the British Broadcasting Symphony in London, jazz trumpet great Arturo Sandoval will be the featured guest for Jazz Night at Cal Poly.

According to a recent press release, "a wide range of musical styles will be performed, includ­ ing swing, shuffle, Latin, jazz and ballad styles." The University Jazz Band, under direction of music profes­ sor William Johnson and consist­ ing of 23 students, will accom­ pany Sandoval in his performan­ ces. Dizzy Gillespie's "Groovin'" and "Best Friends," and many other jazz greats.

Cuban-born Sandoval was given political asylum in 1990 and has lived in the United States ever since. He was voted the Cuba's Best Instrumentalist in 1982, 1983 and 1984.

Sandoval was a founding member of the Grammy award­ winning group Irakere, and in addi­ tion to performing at the Arturo Sandoval Leningrad Symphony and the BBC Symphony, he has also per­ formed with the Cuban Or­ chestra of Modern Music.

Jazz Night '95 will take place Friday, June 2 and Saturday, June 3 at 8 p.m. in the Cal Poly Theatre. Tickets are $10 for students and $15 for the general public. They can be purchased at the Theatre, the Rec Center or by calling 756-5806.
Uncle Shinbone, Itchy McGuirk hosts graduate beer bash

By Justin MacNaughton
Daily Staff Writer

If you haven't heard of Uncle Shinbone by now then you've probably been spending too much time at home.

The local sounds of this band have been gathering crowds of Poly students for over a year and members of the group want to celebrate by throwing this year's celebration by throwing this years' graduates a party.

"We thought we'd do something for the students to bring their family and their friends and there won't be any absence of beer. The entire right wing of the Vet's Hall will cater to the service of alcoholic and nonalcoholic beverages, with beers at $1."

"There is going to be a huge beer garden," Burke said. "I don't think people will be interested in anything else than getting drunk and listening to music."

Together for less than two years, Uncle Shinbone has pushed themselves hard to reach their level of achievements.

"If you aren't in the mainstream and you want to stick with what your doing, you just have to wait for your turn to come around," said Uncle Shinbone's bass player, Kevin Dickey. From their first gig at Backstage Pizza in January of 1994, the band has stepped up to play all major locations in SLO and recently opened for Widespread Panic and Mother Hips.

"I thought they came off really well, the crowd was really into it and Uncle Shinbone seemed at ease," said Drew Ross, program director for K-Otter radio.

They were featured in the first Polypalooza, and have exhibited the possibility of a self-produced CD titled, "sunny day's rain."

"We get requests for them, it's been a very good response to their music, as we've really into them right now," Ross said.

With that in mind, Uncle Shinbone may have almost reached a peak in SLO. Their next step is to capture attention outside of town.

"You have to make sure that you make enough ruckus that heads turn your way," Burke said. Plans to work on a new CD this summer will promote their goals and highlight their progression as a band. "The new material is much more collaborative," said Dickey, author of most lyrics on the first CD. "We've got some grand plans for this second piece. The progress has really been happening for us in the past few months."

For the second time in a month, the sounds of Uncle Shinbone will echo off those of Itchy McGuirk. The two bands played together in a raging event during the Wildflower Triathlon for an audience of over 800.

"For us, it's about presenting feelings of jazz to audience members," according to the press release. "We don't like to think of ourselves as a jazz band, per se, although there's obviously lots of improvising going on."

"It's got a lot of options, from slow and dreamy to fast way into the number one slot very quickly."

"We get requests for them, it's been a very good response to their music, as we've really into them right now," Ross said.

"For us, it's about presenting feelings of jazz to audience members," according to the press release. "We don't like to think of ourselves as a jazz band, per se, although there's obviously lots of improvising going on."

"It's got a lot of options, from slow and dreamy to fast way into the number one slot very quickly."

Susan Bacon says the band is only able to perform those ballad lovers yearning for tunes that transform the audience.

"What I Have," "Cowboy Love," and "I Swear." This CD has all the ingredients for another hit record and a few songs may find their way into the number one slot very quickly. "The quickly-song, tongue-twisters -- "Said The Grumpy County Auction Incident?" is already a hit and played frequently on country music stations."

"This album is the next step is to capture attention outside of town."

"We don't like to think of ourselves as a jazz band, per se, although there's obviously lots of improvising going on."

"It's got a lot of options, from slow and dreamy to fast way into the number one slot very quickly."

"For us, it's about presenting feelings of jazz to audience members," according to the press release. "We don't like to think of ourselves as a jazz band, per se, although there's obviously lots of improvising going on."

"It's got a lot of options, from slow and dreamy to fast way into the number one slot very quickly."

"We get requests for them, it's been a very good response to their music, as we've really into them right now," Ross said.

"For us, it's about presenting feelings of jazz to audience members," according to the press release. "We don't like to think of ourselves as a jazz band, per se, although there's obviously lots of improvising going on."

"It's got a lot of options, from slow and dreamy to fast way into the number one slot very quickly."

Susan Bacon says the band is only able to perform those ballad lovers yearning for tunes that transform the audience.

"What I Have," "Cowboy Love," and "I Swear." This CD has all the ingredients for another hit record and a few songs may find their way into the number one slot very quickly. 
From page B1
Peter Apfelbaum and the Hieroglyphics Ensemble, with its world beat style, will be performing, as well as Stephen Kent & Trance Mission, one of the foremost didjeridoo an Abronian instrumental form. Australian performers will also play at the festival.

Other groups scheduled to perform are: Little Jonny and the Giant, Hillbillies from Mars, Family Affair, Kaciwali, The Renegades, Gilles Apap & the Transylvanian Mountain Boys, The Del McCoury Band, Queen Powell and the Gospel Elites, Utah Phillips, Patchwork and Peter Rowan.

“The music on the main stage is the feature attraction,” Padrove said. “It provides cultural entertainment and education... it is a great meeting place for music lovers.”

According to Padrove, it is a very casual setting and a great place for large groups to meet. “There is a lot for people to do,” Padrove said. “The festival atmosphere is a great place for people to hang out with friends and enjoy the music.”

Each year musicians have played to a crowd of approximately 3,000 people, and organizers encourage music fans to purchase tickets in advance for the Father’s Day Weekend event. “People should buy their tickets as soon as possible before they sell out,” said Brandon Jones, marketing coordinator for the event. “We expect tickets to be sold out before next week.”

From the opening of the festival on Friday at 8 a.m., to the closing at noon on Monday, the three-day event will provide basic camping accommodations in the Santa Ynez Mountains, about 20 minutes west of Santa Barbara.

Settled in the river valley that feeds Cachuma Lake, the site is covered with oak trees and provides a pastoral backdrop to the day’s events.

“From Vittles and Fiddles, a gourmet pizza late at night, the food is ever-present,” Jones said. “We are really excited about this year’s event,” Padrove said. “It is going to be great... I think everyone.”

There will also be baby-sitting tent set up for the evening concerts, hands on crafts, talent shows, scavenger hunts and the musical performances of The Bongos and the Country Bears. There will also be several teem and children’s activities. “Children shouldn’t be bored,” Jones said. “There are plenty of activities for them to participate in... plus, parents can rest assured that their children are well taken care of as they venture to the different events.”

There will be a baby-sitting tent set up for the evening concerts, hands on crafts, talent shows, scavenger hunts and the musical performances of The Bongos and the Country Bears. There will also be several teen and children’s activities. “Children shouldn’t be bored,” Jones said. “There are plenty of activities for them to participate in... plus, parents can rest assured that their children are well taken care of as they venture to the different events.”

The sight activities, such as arts and crafts booths, music lessons from some of the performers.

Music enthusiasts will be able to attend seminars and music lessons from some of the performers.

There will be great jam sessions taking place throughout the day. “People are encouraged to bring their instruments,” Padrove said. “There should be something for everyone.”

The crafts booths will include anything from clothing, hand-thrown pottery, massage therapy, rock art, stoneware, hats, T-shirts, handcrafted footwear, musical instruments and supplies. “There will also be several teen and children’s activities for them to participate in. “We are really excited about this year’s event,” Padrove said. “It is going to be great... I think everyone.”

There will also be several teen and children’s activities. “Children shouldn’t be bored,” Jones said. “There are plenty of activities for them to participate in... plus, parents can rest assured that their children are well taken care of as they venture to the different events.”

There will be a baby-sitting tent set up for the evening concerts, hands on crafts, talent shows, scavenger hunts and the musical performances of The Bongos and the Country Bears. There will also be several teen and children’s activities. “Children shouldn’t be bored,” Jones said. “There are plenty of activities for them to participate in... plus, parents can rest assured that their children are well taken care of as they venture to the different events.”
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numbers are up. University-wide statistics show CSU police made 368 percent more arrests for drugs and alcohol in 1994 than the year before.

But Cal Poly’s violation count is still more dramatic. The school is second only to the much larger San Diego State in sheer number of alcohol arrests. And for drugs, it trails only San Jose State and CSU-Hayward.

Steve MacCarthy, spokesperson for the chancellor, said the individual campuses are being left completely in charge of dealing with the problem.

“Drug and alcohol abuse would be a very difficult thing for us to get our arms around system-wide,” he said. “You also have to realize that (many) CSU students are older. They’ve got jobs and careers and lives outside the university, so it’s hard for us to police their lives.”

But despite the hands-off attitude of the Chancellor’s Office, Mitchell said Cal Poly is taking specific steps to grapple with the problem.

Armed with dramatic new statistics, he said campus police will give pointed presentations during this year’s Week of Welcome.

“When we do our presentation for the WOW groups, we’re going to be making a hard fast statement on the tolerance of alcohol at Cal Poly,” he said.

One of the most important factors in catching more substance offenders has been the Community Service Officer program, Mitchell said.

CSOs are Cal Poly students trained to help police with peripheral duties, freeing officers up to spend more time on patrol. The program was inaugurated in fall.

“They can do just about everything an officer will do here, except for contacting anyone who’s suspected in a crime,” Mitchell said.

He said his current staff includes 25 CSOs.

Mitchell said about 25 percent of the drug and alcohol arrests are made in the dorms, while the other 75 percent are in other parts of the school. Many busts, he said, are made in parking lots.

“The (officers) are just kind of cruising right up on people having a party in the lot,” he said.

The striking increase in arrests for 1994 won’t likely be repeated, Mitchell said. He expects the numbers to level out and possibly even decline.

“Hopefully... we can get the message out that it’s not tolerated,” he said. “It should start falling off.”

Some campus crime, meanwhile, actually has decreased. According to University Police reports, violent crime is down by 9 percent — from 11 to 10 incidents — with no reported rapes or murders in the past year.

Crimes of annoyance, such as false fire alarms and vandalism, also were down.

From page 2
Neel would have become the 10th architect of the U.S. Capitol, succeeding George M. White, who served for 24 years. Neel served as the California State Architect from 1969 to 1991, when he was appointed dean of Cal Poly’s College of Architecture and Environmental Design.

Last month Neel was elected to the Board of Regents of Architectural Foundation, based in Washington, D.C. The organization is a national non-profit educational institution. Its goal is to increase public awareness of the role architecture and the environment play in shaping the quality of life.

Welcome Aboard Cal Poly Graduates!

Angel Abulencia
Suzanne Allen
Kristy Banuelos
Chris Barbera
Gregory Cruz
Keith Fleischmann
Jeffrey Grossweiler
Heather Havens
Carl Hekkert
Ernesto Hochkoeppler
Michael Kelly
Sanjay Virmani

Mustang Daily

has positions available this fall for Advertising Representatives.

We are looking for self-motivated, enthusiastic full-time students who would like to work in commissioned sales. If interested, submit a copy of your resume to Advertising Director, Mustang Daily, Graphic Arts 226.

Positions are currently available for fall 1995.

Ernst & Young LLP

College Book Company Presents TEXTBOOK=$K

Bring This Ad in for 20% Discount on Pearl Jewelry Through June

July 5-9

El Control Bookstore

In front of El Corral Bookstore June 5-9, 8:30am-3:30pm

BUYBACK!

On the lawn near Engr.West

June 5-9, 8:30am-3:30pm

CAL POLY ID REQUIRED FOR BUYBACK
from page 1 integrity of student money and to assure that funds would be accounted for appropriately.

Some issues that triggered the takeover were the alleged charges of embezzlement by a former ASI accountant, mismanagement of ASI funds, improper handling of personnel issues and payroll and lack of experience in using ASI's computer system.

ASI President Erica Brown stressed that ASI will retain full control of financial decisions, but Foundation will provide a temporary service to ASI.

The cost of the takeover was reported as being about $70,000 plus interest if it was not all paid at once. Yearly charges for Foundation's services could be more than $200,000 each year, according to Don Shemenske, Foundation's director of financial and administration services.

According to Shemenske, the Foundation takeover should actually save ASI money since they have better resources to do the accounting job. But by March it was revealed that ASI will have almost $200,000 less to budget on student programs.

In a Board of Directors meeting,k members publicly denounced the university's poor communication with ASI during the last several years. Twenty-one of the 22 directors signed a resolution as co-authors denouncing the lack of consultation with ASI prior to the takeover.

But during its last meeting of the year, the board approved a five-year contract agreement with Foundation for accounting services. It will cost about $1.3 million for Foundation to handle ASI's payroll and human resources functions, according to the contract.

The final cost for the takeover was $46,950, which will be paid over the next three years.

2. Mustang Village

Allegations of sexual harassment flew through the halls of Mustang Village when three former employees filed a lawsuit against the owners and a former marketing director.

The changes were filed on March 3 by Cal Poly graduates Roger Ahoud and Todd Shafer as well as architect Deir Ganger — all three are former peer directors at Mustang Village — against Mustang Village LP, Investor, former property owner Captain Real Estate and former Marketing Director Robert Grant.

The lawsuit alleges that Nelson Grants the plaintiffs for nearly a year-and-a-half with sexual advances and lewd remarks.

On April 10 attorney's for Mustang Village Apartments Limited and Investor, Inc. filed documents in San Luis Obispo Superior Court saying any alleged harassment "was not welcomed." The response also stated that Ahoud, Gaster and Shafer "coolness to any alleged touchings, if any." The attorney's also stated that their clients were unaware of any pending harassment case prior to the purchase of the property from Captain.

Thomas Coleman, the plaintiff's attorney, agreed that he did not know whether Investor and Mustang Village LP knew of any alleged harassment. But his investigation will determine if they were at fault.

3. Cal Poly Plan

The fight over increasing student fees raged on at the end of this year when the Cal Poly administration announced it wanted to develop a plan for Cal Poly.

President Baker announced he had a vision for Cal Poly's survival in an ever-changing marketplace.

The plan — not set to be implemented until fall 1997 — may increase student fees as much as 27 percent. Baker and his staff will survey students in the fall to determine which programs at Cal Poly they want the emphasis placed on.

Open forums are supposed to take place to allow an arena of free debate on the issue.

All officials emphasized that the plan is not set in stone, and that it is simply at the framework stage.

4. Andont If *

Cal Poly was recognized nationally when Cal Poly microbiology professor Raul Cano announced his discovery of the revival of prehistoric bacteria.

After waiting three-and-a-half years, Cano announced his discovery of the revival of prehistoric bacteria.

Cano revived bacteria that has been dormant in fossilised tree sap encased in amber. Cano discovered the bacteria that is being researched by Ambergene, a biotechnology company in San Carlos, for its use of antibiotics.

Cano said that if the bacteria is used for medicinal purposes, it could be vital as a new development.

"By going back to a new source of antibiotics, we have a new access of treating infectious diseases in another way," he said.

Cano credits Cal Poly for allowing him the opportunity and freedom to make his discovery. "I think one of the upsides of Cal Poly is that you are really not constrained by fiscal responsibilities," he said.

And fortunately for students, regardless of his national fame, Cano said he will continue teaching at Cal Poly.

5. College of Business

After a majority of faculty members delivered him a vote of "no confidence" in September and citing extreme philosophical differences, former College of Business Dean Allen Haile turned in his resignation.

In October he accepted a new position within the university as a fund-raiser and liaison for University Advancement.

"I have strong ties to the administration in Washington and have strong ties to the business community that was left in a lot good here," Haile said in a previous interview.

As dean for slightly more than a year, Haile was the highest-ranking African-American on campus.

Haile introduced a variety of changes in the business program since he took over as dean in July 1993, many of which irked College of Business faculty members.

Haile was the fifth dean in the past five years to leave the College of Business.

A new dean, William Boynton, was appointed Dec. 1 to the post until November or December 1996.

Professional racing is hell on a car. Every mile on the track is like a hundred on the street. As race car builders, we follow a car through entire life span—often only a matter of hours.

What we've learned at Le Mans and Daytona applies directly to the way we maintain your car. We'll tune it for top performance and make the minor repairs that can optimize your car for a major overhaul further down the road.

Our prices are reasonable and our service is the best.

Racing car owners trust us, shouldn't you?

Trust German Auto

Specializing in Porsche, Audi, BMW, Mercedes, Voice & VW Automotive.

273 Pacific Street, San Luis Obispo 543-7473
By George John

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Her­
egovina — Serbs macerated as peacekeepers in a new show of
force as officials rushed through government-held por­
tions of Sarajevo on Sunday. 

The diplomatic maneuvering appeared to help keep tensions from rising further on the sixth day of the standoff. 

The diplomat's plans to redeploy, not just remove, said the United States would

"I am definitely not going to hitchhike in any U.N. vehicles," said Sarajevo resident Sabina Kasumovic. 

A delegation of the Interna­tional Red Cross met Wednesday with both sides to try to visit the peacekeepers. They were promised to the Red Cross. 

But I don't know what to expect," he said, adding the Serbs do "everything to keep the correct attitude toward the priorities."

Campus Clubs

AG BUSINESS DEPARTMENT

BBQ

THURSDAY, JUNE 1st, 1PM

Camping World

$3 FOR THE FTR-DINNER

JOURNALISM STUDENTS

END-OF-THE-YEAR BANQUET JUNE 2

SENIOR CAREERS AND PROFESSIONALS

GROUP DISCUSSION, 10:30AM-12:30PM

Anouncements

DOLPHIN SHIRT CO

SITUATION

If you're on the move —
and don't want to lose
your job or contacts —
maybe you should check
out South or Airport. Sat. June 3rd

ESL CONVERSATION CLASSES,

FREE AND FUN!

INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS

IMPROVE YOUR SPEAKING SKILLS

LEARN LANGUAGE SKILLS

RELAX AND ENJOY!

FROM 5-7PM IN BLOCKS 51-338

OR CALL 2507 FOR INFO

RECYCLE

MUSTANG DAILY

AT ANY OF OUR PURCHASE LOCATIONS

KONIGEN LIBRARY, A

10:30AM TO CAMPUS STORE

12:30PM TO UNIVER­

SITY UNION, FISHER SCIENCE

OFFICE

ONCE AGAIN LEADING THE WAY

Greek News

AXΩ

CONGRATS TO ALL THE GRADUATES

We will all miss you next year

ALPHA BETA

Thank you for the best Progressive event!

We love you buckets from

206

FLATS NITE!!

RHO CHI FUNDRAISER

$1 at door

JUNE 1

Thursday night on for telephone's semi-annual!!! P.S. House Girls rock

ORDER OF OMEGA

CRUSH PARTY

SHUT-TOE DEPARTS 8:30 & 10:30

CLASSIFIED

Wanted

Job Open Now!!

MU MIS UNDERWRITING, INC.

Contractor Club looking for a generous, hardworking, detail-oriented, non-profit employee. Project deadlines and production projections are primary. Salaries $20,000-24,000.

CASH FOR SOL mejorar GRATIS

Huge Fangs

ARRA MMQALL, 2000

Quality insured. 1800/243-2435

Services

Employment

JOIN OUR WINNING TEAM

CUTS above the Rest, the best of the West.

CHEF, 2000, $20,000-$24,000+

Without Investigating Advertisements

This must be your first job.

CASH FOR COLLEGE

GUARDIAN, 2000, $18,000-$22,000+

CALL 545-3766

WANTED

$175 weekly possible making our services the best value in the West.

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT

Fishing. Earn to $30,000-$50,000 annually. Come have a good time.

MUSTANG DAILY

(501) 545-4165 ext. A0033

If you are an artist, instructor, chordless guitarist, or an out-of-town musician. Ring us up and come make some great music.

ON-CAMPUS JOB

Mustang Daily is currently seeking a production manager position. If you are a business major, MBA, or have strong computer skills, we need you to submit your resume to Graphics Arts Bldg.

Quality Child Care

Needed.

Warm, nurturing and creative person needed for family. Alan and Robin Reinhold, 1005 South Bayshore Drive, San Diego, CA 92110.

Quality Immed. 1/800-243-2435

/HR, $1500/month+benefit. Male/Female.

Renting

1 BEDROOM FOR SUMMER
CONDO TO SHARE, CAMARILLO, IN HOME LAUNDRY ROOM, AVAIL JUNE 1.

1 BEDROOM, ONE BATH CONDO TO

SHARE, DARRINGTON, IN HOME LAUNDRY ROOM, AVAIL JUNE 1.

Rental Housing

1 BEDROOM, ONE BATH CONDO

$1,250.00/MO. INFO. IN BROCHURE BOX, CALL 756-1143

2 BEDROOM, ONE BATH CONDO

$850.00/MO. $100 FOR TENANT.

WE LEASE REALTY, INC.

For Apartments

ACTS FOR JUNE or Sept 2, 1 bed.

One Year Lease, modern interior, located in nice residential area. 722 Cypress, 453-1147. 544-1385

LOW-RIDE SUMMER RENTAL

3 BEDROOM, 2 BATHROOM

FOR INFO CALL 756-1143

CLEAN ONE BEDRM APART. ON MILL ST. 

DISSAPRAVER, LAUNDRY, LOTS OF CURIOSITIY. CALL 543-1320

A M. & P M TICKETS AV. 594-2584

AFFORDABLE, RELIABLE

1981 HONDA

HILIA, 48,000 MILES, NEW TIRES

$1500 OBD CALL DAVIN, 546-9367

For Sale

RENTALS

OFFICE SPACE—OFFICE SPACE

CALL CRAIG 756-6448

For Sale

2 WEEK JUNIOR/INTERMEDIATE

records 563 Higuera new release

10-206-634-0468 ext. C60055

Am Gu and child experience, required. Call

Great resumes at Sarajevo amid fears of Serb infiltration

the diplomatic maneuvering appeared to help keep tensions from rising further on the sixth day of the standoff. They were kept on edge by an outbreak of new fighting in the city and their recognition of Bosnia, and President Clinton said the United States would consider dispatching soldiers to help redeploy, not just remove, U.N. peacekeepers.

The diplomatic maneuvering appeared to help keep tensions from rising further on the sixth day of the standoff. They were kept on edge by an outbreak of new fighting in the city and their recognition of Bosnia, and President Clinton said the United States would consider dispatching soldiers to help redeploy, not just remove, U.N. peacekeepers.

The diplomatic maneuvering appeared to help keep tensions from rising further on the sixth day of the standoff. They were kept on edge by an outbreak of new fighting in the city and their recognition of Bosnia, and President Clinton said the United States would consider dispatching soldiers to help redeploy, not just remove, U.N. peacekeepers.

The diplomatic maneuvering appeared to help keep tensions from rising further on the sixth day of the standoff. They were kept on edge by an outbreak of new fighting in the city and their recognition of Bosnia, and President Clinton said the United States would consider dispatching soldiers to help redeploy, not just remove, U.N. peacekeepers.
SALES EXPANSION

Our history is a history of success. We began in California 16 years ago with one office and three recruiters.

EXP'S SALES

Representing over 4,000 clients co.

Over 500 openings throughout the Bay Area!

san Diego's 2nd largest recruiting firm (SF Bus. Times)

25 Offices & Over 120 Recruiters

The largest non-franchised sales & recruiting force in the Western U.S.

Help yourself by helping others...

consider a degree in physical therapy

become a Physical Therapist Assistant

Professional Skills Institute

4213 State Street • Suite 302
Santa Barbara
(805) 683-1902 (800) 200-1902

NOW ENROLLING FOR OCTOBER •

Accreditation granted by CAPTE / APTA.

Accredited by the Accrediting Bureau of Health Education Schools

FEDERAL FINANCIAL AID AVAILABLE

TO THOSE WHO QUALIFY

KINKO'S 4 HOUR PHOTO

GREAT NEW FRAME SHOP

BEST FRAMES AROUND

NOW OFFERING BLACK & WHITE SERVICES IN HOUSE

process only:

in by 11 out by 5

same day

process & print:

in by 11 out by 5

next day M-F

549-8979

19 SANTA ROSA ST. • SLO

OPEN 7 DAYS M-F 9-6

SAT-SUN. 10-5

Congratulations Cal Poly Class of '95!

Graduation Dinner Cruise

Saturday, June 10, 8:30-10:30 p.m.

reservations required

772-2257 weekdays

772-2255 weekends

1205 Embarcadero, Morro Bay

$26 per person includes tax and tip

Join us aboard for this memorable night!!

We depart at 8:30 p.m. Seating is limited so call today!!